


















Lighting Three Stqdiums in the US¡rt

NEW YORT CITY
The Shea Stadium in New York was

opened in 1964, and besides
sportsmen, famous names that have
appeared at Shea are as varied as
Pope lohn Paul and the Beatles. It was
the first stadium in the USA to be
constructed without supporting
columns within spectators sight lines.
It is approximately a240" segment of
a circle, 2I3m (700ft) in diameter,
with a capacity of 55,000 for both
baseball and football. On the roof ,

46m (t50ft) above field level, there is
a continuous catwalk for floodhghting
equipment.

Dips in supply voltcge
One of the problems that confronts

any major sporting event or locale is
power supply dips affecting metal
halide floodliqhtlng equipment. This
can black-out an event for up to 20
minutes while lamps cool down, re-
strike and run up. This is particularly
troublesome where extensive TV
coverage is involved. Such a problem
confronted the Consolidated Edison
Company of New York, which
supplies power in and around the
City. It is unfortunate that the peak of
the baseball season and the peak
summer air conditioning load occur
together, aggravating the supply
stability problems.

One of the major customers of '*Con
Ed" who are affected by this is the
New York Mets Baseball Team, which
leases Shea Stadium from New York
City. When it was discovered that
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THORN EMI had a solution to this
power dip problem we were rapidly
introduced to both Shea Stadium and
the Mets management.

The CSI lcmp specified
The THORN EMI solution was the

use of the well-known CSI sealed
beam lamp, various installations of
which have been described in
previous issues of this Journal. Its
efficiency exceeds that of a
conventional floodliqht by
approximately 50%. In addition to its
small physical size, Iight weight and
interchangeable front lenses, run-up
is achieved in under 60 seconds and it
has a colour-rendering index
exceeding 80. Ä. Iess well known
feature of the CSI lamp, but one that
was most important in this
connection, is its ability to restrike
when the lamp is hot. By the use of a
specially developed ignitor, which
produces high voltage high
frequency pulses in synchronism with
the power supply, the hot-start
version of the lamp can be made to
restart within 2 seconds of a power
interruption.

Much improved efficiency
Althouqh it was this latter feature

that was initially of interest, it was the

efficiency of CSI that made the re-
lightinq of Shea Stadium a financial
possibility.

The existing installation consisted
of a combination of 1500 watt
tungsten halogen and 1000 watt
mercury floodliqhts, with some
mercury lamps over-run at 1500
watts. In total there were 1600 lamps,
with a connected load of 2200kW.
Maintenance and spare parts were
becoming more difficult, and the cost
of energy was soaring, especially
connected load charges in the
summer months. If that were not
enough, due to refìector
deterioration, the horizontal
illuminance on the baseball infield
was little over I100 lux against a
minimum recommendation of 1600
lux to the vertical for TV cameras.

Energy scrvings effected
By Èwitchinq the whole installation

over to CSI, energy savings of over
$200,000 per annum were calculated,
with an initial illuminance more than
double the existing. Ä fully hot-
restart installation was decided on in
view of the importance of the
location, with provision for baseball
(Mets) and football (New York Jets).
The final layout consists of the
following:

Common to boih sports
For bapeball only
For football only
Total

360 - OQl000 HR CSI
3ôO _ OQIOOO HR CSI
168 - OQIOOO HR CSI
888

Floodlights
FloodliEhts
Floodlights



PART PLAN
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The dolyliqht view ot the Íoot ol poge B gives on
ideo oI the size oÍ the Sheo Stodium. Below, is o
view showing the completed instollation set up
[or a concerl oÍ the 'WHO'pop group. Above,
is o port plan showing the orrcngement oÍ the
Íloodliqhts ond bottom right, o detoil oÍ some oÍ
the CSI floodlighls mounted on their Íromes.
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